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Mathematical Marvels: The Academic English
Master Program’s Culturally and Linguistic
Responsive Mathematic Teacher Fellowship

The Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) is in full
Implementation at GALA
Students at Girls Academic Leadership
Academy Dr. Michelle King School for
STEM (GALA) engaged in the Science and
Engineering Practices of NGSS throughout
a three-week program of Amgen’s
Biomedical Engineering, which culminated
as a joint lab on February 15, 2019
involving both 9th grade AP Bio and 10th
grade AP Chemistry students. While AP
Chemistry students completed the liquid
chromatography isolation of the red
protein, AP Biology students transformed
bacteria so that they produce a red
phosphorescent protein and asked
questions about how chromatography
works. This opportunity for joint work
completes an investigation which
represents what often occurs in the
science field during authentic research.
Below are images of the AP Biology and
Chemistry students working together.

Culturally and Linguistically Responsive (CLR) pedagogy can
be applied to all content instruction in order to increase
motivation, engagement and achievement for all students—
especially Standard English Learners. AEMP’s 2019 CLR
Math Fellows embody collective teacher efficacy as they
collaborate to create a collection of elementary and secondary CLR Math lessons.
Mathematical Mindsets
(Boaler, 2016), Visible
Learning for Mathematics
(Hattie, 2017), and CLR
Teaching and Learning
(Hollie, 2018), are among the
mentor texts used to guide
the Mathematics Fellowship.
The goal of the professional
development component of
the CLR Teacher Fellowship is Building Collective Teacher Efficacy
to provide teachers with
strategies to help engage students with math concepts and
math practices resulting in increased achievement.
AEMP staff collaborated with LD West Mathematics
Coordinators to help the Fellows refine their use of Number
Talks, articulate their thinking about math strategies, use
mathematical vocabulary, and collaborate as they develop
strong number sense.
“This fellowship provides us with time to practice and apply
what we want to take into our classrooms.” (2019 CLR Math
Fellow) “I love that I come here and learn new ways to
make CLR part of math.” (2019 CLR Math Fellow)

AP Chemistry students conducting the protein test.

AP Biology students completing the liquid chromatography.

2019 CLR Math Fellows Collaborated to design visuals highlighting their
understanding of the Three Phases of Learning (Hattie, 2017).

Linked Learning Students and Family Attend Othello Performance
Los Angeles High School of the Arts (LAHSA) is a Linked Learning school
and Practitioner Center. LAHSA, and its partner organization Educare are
being awarded an Educational Partnership Award by the A Noise Within
Theater in Pasadena. A Noise Within Theater provided pre and
post show workshops for our students which started on February 7, 2019
that culminated with LAHSA students and families attending a
performance of Othello on February 12th. A Noise Within Theater is a
highly regarded theater in the Los Angeles theater community,
recently winning an Ovation award for best season. LAHSA’s ongoing partnership with this theater has helped to strengthen the
college and career readiness of all LAHSA students grades 9-12.
Grant HS Students Shine at L.A.
Region Public Speaking Competition
On February 7, 2019, Career and
Technical Education (CTE) teacher Mirian
Baltazar and 12 seniors from her
Ornamental Horticulture Future Farmers
of America (FFA) pathway at Grant High
School participated in the Los Angeles
Region Public Speaking Competition.
Twelfth grader Miriam Lara was awarded
first place in the “Job Interview” Event.
Three of her classmates Fiorela Mendez,
Eduardo Mendoza, and Jose Hernandez
placed third, fifth, and sixth in the
same event.

Learning Management System in Action:
Elementary Grade Passback Pilot
Elementary school teachers are participating in a
voluntary pilot to try out a new Elementary Grade Passback (EGP) application. EGP is a custom application that is
being developed by L.A. Unified for use within the online
gradebook and Learning Management System (LMS),
Schoology.
EGP pilot teacher, Paul Tomizawa, 4th grade teacher at
Gardner Street ES, advises his colleagues, "Get yourself
organized and input your grades. Then click on a few
links, review, and your Progress Reports are ready to be
printed. EGP equals happy grading!"
Another EGP pilot participant,
Danielle Vinas, 5th grade
teacher and LMS Champion
at Gardner Street ES adds
"Nothing is better than
having everything in one
place with Schoology and the
EGP when it comes to
grading. After a few clicks, hours of work are now done
in minutes."
One hundred fourteen schools have joined the pilot during
the 2nd reporting period. More than 640,000 progress
report card marks/grades have been submitted through
the EGP app as of February 28. After the grading window
closes on March 1, 2019, participating teachers will
provide direct feedback to the Personalized Learning
Systems project team on how to best improve the app for
all elementary teachers.

Grant HS students displaying their certificates (top).
Grant HS Team during the competition (bottom).

The EGP app provides a streamlined method for
elementary teachers (grades K-5/6) to summarize,
generate, and submit all
marks/grades from the
online gradebook to the
progress report card in
MiSiS during each grade
entry window.
To learn more about the
LMS and features of the
online gradebook, please
visit the PLS website at
http://achieve.lausd.net/
pls.

